THE 1987 CARVERS.

DESIGNED TO MAKE YOUR HEART BEAT JUST A LITTLE FASTER.
 WHEN THE GOING GETS ROUGH IT'S NICE TO HAVE A CARVER UNDERS.

And it's comforting to know that Carver engineers have carefully designed every feature to ensure that even in a storm the Carver will perform. You'll never know the Carver difference until you ride one.

And you'll appreciate the specially cabled, strapped-in wrap-around backrests that comfortably contour to your body. The chairs in the entire cockpit are generously padded and cut each piece to ensure a precise fit. They are a perfect complement to the rich leather upholstery of the interior. Bolster hand-stitched details which provide the rich feel of the finest leathers. The best way to become acquainted with your new Carver is to step aboard and feel the luxury. The rich leather upholstery of the interior is designed to provide a comfortable and stylish atmosphere that is both elegant and functional. The chairs in the entire cockpit are generously padded and cut each piece to ensure a precise fit. They are a perfect complement to the rich leather upholstery of the interior. Bolster hand-stitched details which provide the rich feel of the finest leathers.

And you'll appreciate the specially cabled, strapped-in wrap-around backrests that comfortably contour to your body. The chairs in the entire cockpit are generously padded and cut each piece to ensure a precise fit. They are a perfect complement to the rich leather upholstery of the interior. Bolster hand-stitched details which provide the rich feel of the finest leathers.

Carver comfortable means higher quality ride. When you ride a Carver, you're on a quality ride. Carver is the only manufacturer that gives you the Carver difference. You'll never know it until you ride one.

So take your time and experience the special qualities of your Carver. You'll be glad you did.
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Quite honestly, the 42 Cockpit Motor Yacht is probably the best looking and best-performing 43 on the water today.

Starting at the business end of the classic-looking 43, helm stations will appreciate its spacious comfort, bridge, featuring comfortable seating for eight adults, arranged fore and aft of the walk around command console.

As you look, you'll appreciate the intelligent layout of the console and its full instrumentation, as well as the raised helm area which provides unobstructed visibility. A convenient cockpit is ideal for on-the-deck entertaining. And as you step into the foredeck double-wide port and starboard access to access, by wide walk around side decks. You and your guests will enjoy the spaciousness of the 43's large cockpit. A full 7' 2" x 3' 11" area provides the perfect environment for all sorts of open air entertaining and dining.

Below deck, the 43's plush main cabin resembles a luxurious hotel suite, with color-coordinated carpeting, upholstery and draperies and hand-rubbed red oak hardwood floors and trim. Its salon features comfort soft lounge which converts to a double berth, pull-out getting dining table and oak-leaf table, optional lower station helm with designer wheels and storage, lower station control panel, full-size wet bar with bottle and glass storage, and a beautifully handcrafted solid red oak entertainment center with optional color TV and stereo components. The 43's fully-equipped galley would attract even the most sophisticated chef, and features a double door refrigerator/freezer, deep double-basin stainless steel sink, three-burner electric stove and combination oven/microwave oven, with relax an hood, and abundant counter and storage space.

The 42 Cockpit Motor Yacht also has a large space to contain, with luxurious accommodations. The master stateroom forward features your choice of a large double berth or V-berth, two large hanging lockers, and a combination cabinet and drawer storage. In addition, the master stateroom provides private access to the fully-equipped head compartment. The midship stateroom is available in two configurations. As a guest stateroom with forward and aft double berths, or as a stateroom with upper and lower berth and a storage hatch in head deck.

Finishing touches to this one-of-a-kind motor yacht include rich wood paneling accenting the galley and head compartment, imported Italian tiles, hardwood floors, and a walk-in engine compartment for easy servicing.

The 42 Cockpit Motor Yacht, this one to grow up your heart.
As soon as you come aboard, you'll understand why Carver owners and their friends like to go cruising with a 32 Aft Cabin. Because this extra-sharp 32 has a lot of built-in cruising comfort.

It starts with the luxury of two private staterooms, with the master stateroom aft featuring both a single and double berth, a private head compartment with vanity and two large hanging lockers. The forward stateroom features a v-berth and plenty of storage.

The forward head compartment features a separate shower stall, a large vanity and teak paneling. The S2's spacious salon is a great environment for entertaining, and features a plush sofa that converts to a double berth, and a custom hi-lo, drop leaf table with solid teak trim.

Its fully-equipped galley includes a deep stainless-steel sink, electric stove and refrigerator, abundant counter and storage space and teak paneling flooring. Trippleides, the S2's bridge offers comfortable seating for five and full console instrumentation.

A large cockpit with plenty of seating makes this 28 ideal for open-air cruising and entertaining. Its cockpit features a custom dry bar, teak seat seating for 800+ stability and a cruising throttle that easily converts to a double berth.

For extended or working cruises, the Riviera features the luxury of two private staterooms. The private stateroom aft offers both a single and double berths with a convenient vanity, as well as a hanging locker and ample storage space.

The 28's main cabin features a spacious L-shaped dinette lounge that converts to a large double berth, a fully-equipped galley with stainless-steel sink, stove with oven, refrigerator and ample counter and storage space. The head compartment includes a large vanity and hot water shower.

The electronics arch is standard, as well as a comfortable six-foot sun lounge on the aft deck.
If you enjoy living aboard and entertaining family or friends, the 32 Mariner's single-level cabin floor plan and party-size salon will make it even more enjoyable. Its roomy salon is the perfect place to hold a party, and features comfortable seating for seven and a dinette with sleeper sofa for extra sleeping room. The 22' fully-equipped galley is an area's length to the chronic, and features a large double basin sink, double-door refrigerator/freezer, and three-burner electric stove with oven.

On the same level is the master stateroom forward with large double berth and a private entrance to the roomy head compartment which features a vanity and shower stall. Track flooring in the galley and head compartment adds a rich look to the environment. Trampolice, the 32's spacious bridge with skiff winch/rd is an excellent all-weather command center, and is accessible from the main cabin or cockpit. The bridge features comfortable seating for six with a lounge seat aft. Foredeck includes a large sun lounge.

The 36 Mariner features a single-level cabin floor plan that provides a spacious, comfortable cruising environment. Its huge salon provides more than 120 sq. ft. of living area and is elegantly appointed with two spacious lounges, including a storage, plus a private entrance to the head compartment. For convenience, there's an easy access ladder with hand to the bridge, and a wet bar with ample bottle and glass storage. Its gallery features home-like conveniences, including a large refrigerator/freezer, deep double-basin sink, oven, and ample counter and storage space.

The 36 Mariner provides the luxury of two private staterooms. The master stateroom forward has a wide double berth, a vanity and two hanging lockers, plus a private entrance to the head compartment. The guest staterooms offer upper and lower berths and a full length hanging locker. Trampolice, the 36's command bridge seats eight in roomy comfort and features a large double sun lounge aft. Wide walk-around side decks give easy access to a second sun lounge on the foredeck.
A comfortable and efficient main cabin, a deep aft deck area and a roomy sun-lower’s bridge, make the 28 Mariner/Voyager one of the most versatile family cruisers you can buy.

Aft, the 28’s command bridge is available with vented windshield, comfortable seating for five, and striking clerestory that converts to a large sun lounge. Or with skylights for all weather cruising, piloting benches and fold-down lounge with creating doors. There’s also a wide walk-around side decks and a spacious aft deck with tender door for easy-brating.

Below, the main cabin in the Mariner and Voyager offers a choice of floor plans designed to provide all-around-seated visibility. The roomy salon features a built-in settee, four place dinette and a complete galley with pressure hot and cold water, refrigerator, ice box and ample storage.

The private stateroom forward is designed for a good-night’s rest. It features a large double berth, convenient vanity and over 50 sq. ft. of storage.

Head compartment features an attractive vanity with ample built-in storage, stainless-steel sink and hot water shower.

Designed with an offshore fishing capability, the 32 convertible offers accommodations for luxury cruising. Its roomy bridge provides comfortable seating for five. The large 50 sq. ft. cockpit features a convenient transom door for boarding, and plenty of room for fishing gear or entertaining.

Below, are two private staterooms. The mid cabin stateroom offers a roomy double berth, while the forward stateroom features a V-berth, built with hanging lockers and ample storage.

LET’S YOU COMBINE FAMILY CRUISING WITH FISHING. The 32 convertible is a comfortable and roomy family cruiser with ample storage space for all your fishing gear. Wearing, three burner electric stove, oven, and ample counter space, plus teak periget flooring.

Profile

Length 32’

Beam 11’3”

Draft 5’11”

Drawings 1/12

Drawings 1/12

Foot Locker

Galley

Headroom

Sleeping

Profession 208

308

Capacity 6

Major Options

Air conditioning

Bunk bights

 Fireside comfort

Helm walk thru’ windshield

Shower

Propeller electric starter motor

Overhead bulkhead

28 Voyager

28 Mariner
There has never been a cruiser quite like Santego. A mere nine feet above sea level and your world of sport cruising takes on a new perspective. Taking command of this exciting new boat from its bridge allows you to fully enjoy the open sea, and gives you and your guests a new outlook in sport cruising.

The Santego's bridge provides comfortable seating for five adults, including a sliding helm seat for the captain. The helm console features full instrumentation and vented wind shield. Foredeck twin padded sun lounges provide the perfect spot for sun worships, and are easily accessed by the walk-around side decks. A full width fiberglass swim platform with ladder, large self-bailing aft cockpit and optional lounge that seats four make the Santego the ideal outdoor entertainment center. Sketched out in 45” of beamroom, more than any other boat in its class. An extra-wide 11'8" bow also lends superior cruising stability and comfort.

The Santego features double-cabin privacy along with the amenities of a much larger boat. Forward V berth and a unique stand-up mid cabin with double berth provide generous sleeping accommodations. The roomy cabin features a dinette/lounge that converts to a double berth so that a total of six adults sleep in comfort.

Stylish design and color schemes are used throughout this unique cruiser. A combination sink and brushed aluminum trim gives the interior a modern, high tech look. An elegant accent mirror adds the finishing touch to the V berth. You can count on abundant storage, including a convenient hanging locker in the mid cabin.

The fully equipped galley includes a two-burner stove, ice chest and plenty of storage. The head compartment features a hot water shower, as well as an elegant vanity with stainless steel sink and mirror.

---

**Profile**

- Length: 35 ft
- Beam: 11'8"
- Draft: 44" English
- Weight: 12,000 lbs
- Engine: 2 x 300 HP
- Manufacturer: Cantiy

**Major Options**

- Air conditioning
- Electric head/lavatory
- Standby generator
- Additional electric combination a/c

---

**Specifications**
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- Manufacturer: Cantiy
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The all-new 32 Montego knows how to step up your heartbeat. This sleek, beautiful express cruiser was specially designed for the enthusiast who demands optimal performance from his boat. However, what differentiates the 32 Montego from other express-cruiser models is its unprecedented living accommodations.

This includes a roomy cabin with remarkable headroom and sleeping accommodations for six. The master stateroom forward features a large double berth and private access to the head compartment, as well as a hanging locker and plenty of storage. The mid cabin also features a comfortable double berth. The 32's head compartment has a separate shower stall with placid glass door, and a beautifully lighted vanity with extra large mirror and stainless-steel sink.

The main cabin is unlike most express cruisers, and offers a full-width salon attractively accented with teak and brushed aluminum trim. The large dinette, bench seating for four and is easily converted to a double berth for extra sleeping room. Across from the dinette, there's an additional lounge that seats three. The fully-equipped galley offers ample counter and storage space and is convenient to the dinette. Rigid-type doors and abundant overhead storage compartments are additional conveniences.

The large cockpit of the 32 Montego is quite the entertainment center, and can be equipped with an optional wet bar conveniently located in the corner of the entertaining. The companion console is attractively designed and features anodized aluminum trim. A stainless-steel steering wheel adds a nice touch to the contemporary feel of this boat.

The spacious of the 32 Montego really allows you to enjoy the open air and sunshine. Its foredeck includes a padded sun lounge, accessible by walks around side decks. For additional seating, there's an optional aft dock lounge. The walk-thru transom makes boarding from the swim platform easy.
26/27 MONTEGO

OPTIMAL COMBINATION OF STYLING, PERFORMANCE AND COMFORT.

The exciting new 26 and 27 Montegos do a superior job of combining sleek styling and comfort. Now you don't have to sacrifice roominess for the sake of owning a smart-looking sport cruiser; you can own a Montego.

The double-cabin design affords you a spacious cabin and the luxury of a private midship stateroom. The stateroom is furnished with a full double berth and has private access to the head compartment that features a vanity and hot water shower.

The main cabins feature a dinette/lounge (27 Montego includes a large circular dinette/lounge) that easily converts to a double berth. There's also an efficient galley with ample storage.

The 26 Santa Cruz is the easiest way to get into boating. And to get into the right way by owning a Carver.

The 26 Santa Cruz offers a large lounge and removable table with seating for five, and a double width double berth. The main stateroom includes two padded sun loungers and fiberglass swim platforms.

The 27 Santa Cruz offers side deck, and offers a choice of single or double interior arrangements for maximum efficiency and power. The 26 with full-beam is trailerable.

26 SANTA CRUZ

BEST VALUE IN A TRAILERABLE CRUISER.

sleeping room. The Santa Cruz also features a fully equipped galley with stove and refrigerator, and a head compartment with vanity and pressure hot water shower.

The 26 Santa Cruz offers a large lounge and removable table with seating for five, and a double width double berth. There's a large private V-berth forward, and a dinette/lounge in the salon that easily converts to a double berth for additional
For detailed information on any Carver cruiser or motor yacht, or to arrange your personal tour of Carver’s facilities in Pulaski, WI, call toll free 800/558-8190 (Wisconsin 800/242-4546; Canada 800/351-0644). Or write Carver Boat Corporation, Pulaski, Wisconsin 54162.

This catalog contains accurate information at time of printing. Carver Boat Corporation reserves the right to change without notice; price, color, materials, equipment specifications or models. Models may also be discontinued without obligation to previous purchasers. Pictured models may include optional equipment. All Carver yachts and cruisers carry a limited warranty. See your dealer for current specifications.

Photographs were taken under supervised conditions with professional drivers. Positioning of passengers was done for visual impact only. Always operate your boat taking appropriate safety precautions. Consult your Owner’s Manual.

SEE THE EXCITING 1987 CARVERS AT YOUR CARVER DEALER.

Your Carver Dealer is: